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Biennial Past and Present Recap

With the approach of June come whisperings of the Biennial to be held in Bridgewater on June 5. The college is extending its welcome to many of its former students who have not attended a Biennial, it is said, for many years.

The college is extended to alumni comprises and how it is to come changing the campus. "With Biennial I associate a campus gay with movement and color—crowds of people, summer dresses, fragrant flowers, and bright sunlight," said Miss Donahue when interviewed by a member of Campus Comment staff on recently returned former Biennial.

"It is very different from graduation where the center is the class," she continues, "we have a picture of exciting groups—many women of all ages, exciting impressions and groups of additional principals and students talking shop together."

There are always a few very old classmates who have not attended a Biennial, it is said, for many years. They were given much recognition at the meet and assemblies. She also recalled the occasional family group, also returned the occasional family group, who had not attended a Biennial. She recalled a certain idea who they are. I shall always remember them.

The Senior Class will hold its regular Class Day Exercises in the morning of Graduation Day, June 18, in the Horace Mann Auditorium, instead of the usual place of the Class Days of recent years. This year there will be presented a play, "The Infante da Levante" written by Miss Ada West on the events of the class.

The play consists of three acts and two interludes. The first act concerns the early life of Horace Mann and his views. The second act pictures his home life, school life, and church life. The first interlude shows his commencement exercises at Brown University in Providence, Rhode Island. Act Two takes up Mann's later life. The first scene shows him as a lawyer in Boston, Massachusetts. The second scene shows the examination of students and the meeting with the Board School. It is written on the walls of our Auditorium. The play concludes with Miss Ada West's portrait in defense of this report. The final act of the play will be presented at the class Day exercises in the Audtorium on June 5.

Sincere Tribute to Dr. Scott

"NOT TO BE MINISTERED UNTO, BUT TO MINISTER"

The students of Bridgewater, with genuine respect and admiration for Dr. Scott, who have attended and graduated from our college, Dr. Scott's position as our president has not made him a remote presence to us, but of late he has given us more than we had hoped. For the first time in many, many years, we learned that he had not our interest at heart. His courtesy and sympathy pleased us all.

Dr. Scott's influence as a teacher has been a vital inspiration particularly to the seniors who have studied with him in his philosophy classes. His four years have witnessed many progressive changes which have made Bridgewater "bigger and better than he found it." Although we regret to see Dr. Scott leave our Alma Mater, we wish him success in his new work and hope that he will receive even greater recognition by an education.

Katherine M. Donahue
President of R. C. A.

Faculty and Students Join in Paying Sincere Tribute to Dr. Scott
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President of R. C. A.

Speeches at Conference on Teaching and Learning

The annual faculty reception for the graduating students will be held Thursday evening, June 17, from nine to twelve. Not to be forgotten is the Alumni Dance on Saturday evening, June 19.

We pledge to thee throughout our days
Blessing, health, and joy,

Thy noble heart and steadfast resolve to us
to give us strength in the labor of years
Worthy of thy name.


death's bright torch.

Where only glorious truth appears:
Where only the purity of mind

Alma Mater, we cherish thy name
Unshakably enshrined!

To all, we learned to work and play together in the wider field of the American high school. It is true that there are still problems to be solved, but we believe that these problems are not as important as the values we have learned to cherish.

Music for the gala occasion will be provided by a popular orchestra. In the remaining acts will be the following members of the college faculty—President and Mr. Zenas Scott, Mr. and Mrs. John J. Kelly, Miss S. E. Scott, Miss Martha Barney, Miss Mary Scott—Entertainers; and Miss Alice Beale—General Chairman.
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FIVE MEN AND FIVE WOMEN

Voted Most Outstanding

Katherine Donahue
Never dwelt by her tremendous load of responsibility as President of S. C. A. She is polished and serene, imbued with the Bridgewater tradition, yet advancing to a role where the present has to offer. A lover making notes in chapel will long be remembered.

Ralph Nelson
Though Ralph may seem all business, and efficiency, performing the duties of a President of Day Student Council, he has become even better known for a wholesome good humor and optimistic outlook which have made him a vital part of the college.

Lucille Kavanaugh
Always discriminating and charming, Lucille has taken over the editorship of the Outlook, doing the job with the same precision and Sneeze which she herself manifests. A delightful person to know and to remember, Lucille seems destined for success.

Harriet Robinson
Keen business machines with balanced individuality, and a desire to do a job in the Outlook, making her an outstanding contribution to the college and the community.

Maria von Berg
Charming efficiency in her role of secretary of Campusthank you for note. Mary and Miss Stetson, who entered the college with them, and still more to the fascinating personal contacts with her refreshing and vigorous personality.

The INSPIRATION OF ARCHITECTURE AND TRADITION

BOYDEN HALL TOWER

FAREWELL

Robert In Neale, the things one would like to blend with all the things one ought to be. Her many activities, chief among which this past year has been serving as Secretary of Day Student Council, have been influential in contact with her refreshing and vigorous personality.

Gordon Parsons
A flash of red on the soccer field... a flash of fingers over the piano keys... a flashing smile full of fun and good humor... all these are "Burt." Capable of making her a welcome contribution to the college and the community.

Marie von Berg
Charming efficiency in her role of secretary of Campusthank you for note. Mary and Miss Stetson, who entered the college with them, and

Four years have been years of progress for Bridgewater seems a certainty to those of us who have so little time left in which we may make our final impression upon Bridgewater traditions. The college which we entered in 1933 was new as a college, but as an institution for the training of teachers it was old enough to be well-established and universally accepted. As a well of tradition it was mellow and commanded great respect.

Four years have witnessed many changes. We remember well the programs we enjoyed as freshmen with many courses which bewildered us and left us with little insight into a true college curriculum. The subsequent freshman courses have been fortunate in being allowed greater freedom in choice of subjects and in the reduction of the number of courses required.

Chapel attendance is another matter which has changed radically. In 1933 we recall, attendance was compulsory. Now, we have only four chapel programs a week and attendance is no longer taken. The fact that there are people who do not appreciate these concessions is in no way a reflection upon the hospitality and good judgment of those who made these privileges available to us.

The change in the daily program providing six classes instead of five, is a tremendous improvement, as many, particularly co-educational students, have benefited from it. The shortening of chapel attendance has been a blessing to many, especially to those who have found this time as the first time that mixed classes and mixed activities have been offered.
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OUIJA PROPHECIES

As graduation approaches, thoughts turn naturally toward the future. What will the coming year hold for us, wonder? Realizing this to be supremely in all minds, the question has been solved at last by marvelous powers of conclusion. Of startling magnitude have been revealed. So, stand, listen, and marvel:

In the light of a seer and a prophet.

Whit. To, Whit, To, Whoo!

Eleven abilities of Mickey Mouse is now appearing in movie thrillers.

MARY REIDY has manied a missionary whom she met in South Africa while insuring her private diamond mines.

OLGA MARTINI is a blues singer specializing in such numbers as "Wahoo."

MARIE VON BERGEN is still interested in designs on anything.

MARION CHABRESE is on a hunting trip to the African jungles, popping the spots off leopard's back.

MARIE RANDALL is reliable.

JANE MACDONNELL, after four years of tire-changing, has developed a set of muscles which she is using to good advantage.

MARION SHAW is doing social work. Dr. Arnold makes sure of her reports in his classes.

EDIE JAMES has discovered the art of giving vote lessons and washing dishes at the same time.

JANE M. Sisson is touching the fingers of her gesticulating hand.

HELEN TINDAL is serene.

IONE TYSER is a famous stylist campaigning in campus clothes.

EIGHTH FIBIK is an innuendo of an insane asylum and constantly attempts to write autobiographies of Horace Mann.

MADLINE RATTRATT is living with the mad surrealists in Paris.

MAGDALENE CONKELL is a climatologist, lecturing on the subject "Why the Weather is Becoming Drier and Drier."

FRANCES BROUGH is amenable.

LOIS STUDLEY is playing the bassoon in a swing band.

LAURA BROWN is chic.

LOUISE COLLINS is studying fencing with a fragile farmer from Maine.

FLORENCE GILLIS is winning.

LUCILLE KAYNAUG is a dancing instructor in a one-room school country in the Ozarks.

HARRIET · ROBINSON is a bus driver between her home and Connecticut.

HARRY BORTON is a fellow pupil of the first choir, has been practicing faithfully and many invocations to the occult. "With the invaluable aid of Ouija, conclussions of startling magnitude have been revealed. So, stand, listen, and marvel: ... In the light of a seer and a prophet."

Whit. To, Whit, To, Whoo!"
Among the Clubs

Newman Club
Newman Club recently enjoyed a card party. The officers for next year are
Marjorie Matrub	President; Vice-President, Carrie Ann Taylor; Treasurer, Margaret Madden; other members were announced.

Kindergarten-Primary Club
May 19, members of this club enjoyed an afternoon at the Sarah Sumner House. A corsage of sweet peas was found at each plate, and the faculty guests enjoyed an evening together at the Sarah Sumner House. Following the banquet and reception room at Tillinghast Hall, a banquet reception was held in the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Webster Thomas.

Camera Club
Next year's officers for Camera Club are the following: president, Joseph Crow; vice-president, Althea Welden; secretary, John Smith; and treasurer, Marjorie B. Smith.

Garden Club
At the last meeting of the Garden Club, the officers for next year were chosen. They are Marjorie Pink, president; Ruth Strong, vice-president; Kathleen Jordon, secretary; and treasurer, Althea Welden.

Science Club
Science Club officers for next year will be: Anne Webster, president; Eleanor Saxon, first vice-president; Helen Smith, second vice-president; Jeanette Paul, secretary; Beatrix Barton; and treasurer, Rosina Gray.

The club plans to have a rummage sale in the near future. The proceeds from this enterprise will be used to purchase film for the new year.

Dramatic Club
Dramatic Club officers for next year will be: president, Benjamin Zup; vice-president, Mary Moore; and secretary, Frank Bailey.

The club banquet or farewell party to the seniors was enjoyed May 25, at the Sarah Summer House. Following the banquet a reception was held in the reception room at Tillinghast Hall. A varied program was presented by a committee, assisted by Helen Robertson.

Library
May 25, the Library Club conducted its Hot Dog Banquet. Miss Hill's lovely garden furnished a setting for the event. The atmosphere was mellow and fragrant and the hour extended well into the night.

French Club
At the last meeting of the year, the new officers for next year were installed. The members of the club enjoyed a dinner served in the common room.

The new board, under the leadership of Dorothy Doherty, for 1938-39, is formulating plans for Mardoc Gray.

Among the Clubs

Dr. Scott to Graduates
Members of the Class of 1937:
You will always have a particular niche all your own in my mind and heart. You are the only graduates of that school. You were the first students to graduate from that institution. You are the new President of the School. That is the highest position you can hold.

Dr. Scott has been a leader in the field of education for many years. He has contributed to the field of education in various ways, including his role as a teacher, administrator, and author. He has published several books on education, including "History of Education," a successor to Cubberly.

Returning Graduates Receive Inspiration From Successful Alumni
The most successful graduate in this school is the student, and on the basis of her success, I say that she is a successful graduate.

Dr. Scott is a former President of the school, and he has held the highest office in the school. He has been a leader in the field of education for many years, and he has contributed to the field of education in various ways, including his role as a teacher, administrator, and author.

He has published several books on education, including "History of Education," a successor to Cubberly.

The best is yet to be.
Margaret McGloin and V. Chadwick Head Board

The governing board of the Women's Athletic Association has concluded its elections for the next year.

Margaret McGloin has been elected president and leader of the organization. The other officers include Virginia Chadwick, Vice-president; Marie Reck, Recording Secretary; Ada Roberts, Corresponding Secretary; and Sylvia Cunnersen, Treasurer.

Those elected as heads of sports include the following: Mary Hardtus, Soccer; Geraldine Balen, Basketball; Ethel Cregutti, Hockey; Margaret Morisset, Baseball; Nan Purcell, Health; Mary McCann, Quoits; Margaret Morrissey, Basketball; Marjorie Cleary, Table tennis; Ethel Gage, Exchange; Peg Casale, and officials, Margaret Shaw.

The council also indorsed a team, Red and White, to compete against each other in order to determine whether the winners were the Red Team or the White Team.

At six o'clock on the same day, the Women's Athletic Association Banquet was held. Eleanor Harlowe acted as chairman of the committee arranging the banquet with the following committee assistants: Bar, Decorations, Maybelle Chase; Table arrangement, Lillian Sullivan; Hospitality, Isabel Jenkins; Publicity, Mary Ganite; and Program, Barbara Pobler.

The buses were provided by the joint committee, and the athletic field will attract many of the students.

Buses will leave the school at 9:00 and return about 4:00 in the afternoon. The more rugged members of the class will enjoy the refreshingly cold salt water baths in the ocean, while others will enjoy visiting and waiting at the swimming pool. Bowling and the athletic field will attract many of the students.

The council also indorses the following: the bus business meeting is short as most of the work is done through committees.
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At six o'clock on the same day, the Women's Athletic Association Banquet was held. Eleanor Harlowe acted as chairman of the committee arranging the banquet with the following committee assistants: Bar, Decorations, Maybelle Chase; Table arrangement, Lillian Sullivan; Hospitality, Isabel Jenkins; Publicity, Mary Ganite; and Program, Barbara Pobler.
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